
  Loch Awe Coastal Rowing Club

        Handling a Rowing Boat in Coastal Waters (Part 1)

Introduction

Handling an open boat on coastal waters is very different than on fresh water  
lochs and new skills need to be acquired by the cox and rowers particularly 
when in broken water.  Therefore, the following advice has been assembled 
from various sources to assist skiff crews.

General

Initially, a crew used to inland lochs may find sea waves challenging and even 
five feet waves can seem daunting especially if the boat is in a trough where the 
waves seem twice as high. 

Obviously, as the wind blows stronger, the sea runs higher, faster and harder.  
Large wave swells, usually the remnant of storms, can be very high (even 20-30 
ft) but unless the waves are breaking such conditions can be safely negotiated.

A swell runs in a similar pattern to waves and the grouping are also called 
“sets”.  Wave speeds offshore can reach 30 miles per hour and as the swells 
approach shore they are “tripped up” by the shoaling  shoreline and lifted until
the forward slope or “face” of the wave becomes steep until it finally reaches 
90 degrees when it crests.  The wave crest then falls forward into the trough in 
front of it and becomes surf.  Breaking waves and surf are much stronger than 
non-breaking waves and so caution needs to be exercised. 

Every craft undulates in several ways such as rolling (sideways rotation), 
pitching (bow rises and falls), yawing (running off course to either side), and 
sliding (as if not steering) to a greater or lesser extent depending on the sea 
state. 

If a boat yaws too much it can be thrown broadside into a trough and then 
broaches (capsizes).  In rough seas the stern can be lifted and pushed too far 
forward causing the bow to dig in and tumble over.

Clearly therefore, open boats need to be handled in a seamanlike manner in 
surf, swell, open breaking water and whenever attempting to beach or land 
through surf particularly on an unknown shore. 

An accurate weather forecast spanning at least the time to be spent on the water
is crucial and a crew should never venture out if conditions are uncertain. 



Alternative places to recover the boat must also be carefully considered 
beforehand in case conditions suddenly change for the worse.

Riding a trailing sea can be a harrowing, even treacherous, experience but St 
Ayles skiffs are seaworthy if handled well. 

It is worth recalling  that in 1916, Sir Ernest Shackleton and five companions 
sailed the “James Caird” from Elephant Island in the South Shetland Islands to
South Georgia, a journey of some 800 nm through the Southern Ocean. Taking 
16 days often in heavy seas this was probably the greatest small-boat journey 
ever completed.   The “James Caird” can be seen today at Dulwich College, 
South London, Shackleton’s old school. She was similar in many respects to the 
St Ayles skiff  but a bit longer (6.9 metres as opposed to  6.1metres) and 
broader with the freeboard temporarily raised 25 cm to make the arduous  
journey.

Rowing to Seaward

As a general rule speed must be given to a boat rowing in heavy surf in order to
maintain sufficient headway and steerage to enable the boat to be bow  on 
through the crest of the sea and leave it as quickly as possible behind.  This may
well require considerable exertion by the crew for the danger is that the 
approaching sea may carry the boat on its front and broadside on, or up-end it.

If the wind direction is opposed to the surf as is often the case then care needs 
to be taken to check the boat’s speed to prevent it being propelled forward too 
quickly and the bow falling too heavily after cresting the wave.  However, if the 
way is checked too much there is a chance the sea will carry the boat 
backwards. 

Sometimes it may be possible to “avoid” the sea so that the waves break ahead 
of the boat. This is often necessary when launching a boat though if the shore is 
flat and the broken water too far away this may well be impossible to do. 

The following general rules apply when rowing to seaward :

a. If it is possible to avoid or dodge the sea, time it so the boat meets the 
surf at the moment it breaks or curls over.

b. Against a strong head wind and heavy surf get as much forward speed as 
possible and face every approaching wave.

c. If necessary check the approach to avoid the boat being carried back by 
the surf.

Running Before the Sea or Surf 



The greatest danger when running before the sea or surf is “broaching”.

Broaching occurs when a boat on being overtaken by the surf has insufficient 
inertia to allow the wave  to pass under her stern and bow, and instead the stern
is lifted into the air and the wave then carries the boat before it with the bow 
immersed in the trough until the boat is either turned broadside and tossed onto
its beam ends or thrown end over end.  This is most likely to occur when 
attempting to land on flat or gently shoaling shores.

When rowing before a heavy sea the best trim is deepest by the stern to prevent 
the stern being readily thrown up. Therefore, heavy weights should be kept out 
of the bow and the bow given as much buoyancy as possible so it does not 
submerge and cause the boat to be turned around broadside and capsized. 

The following general rules apply when running before, or attempting to land 
through surf or broken water.

   a. As far as possible avoid each sea by placing the boat where the sea will 
break ahead or astern of her.

  b. If possible bring the bow round to seaward and back the boat in rowing 
ahead against each heavy wave that cannot be avoided sufficiently to allow it to
pass the boat. Pull a few strokes ahead to meet each wave before backing 
astern. The boat will be  easier to control  when the full force of the oars can be 
used against the sea ratrher than by backing alone.

   c.  If it is considered safe to proceed to shore bow first, back the oars against 
each wave on its approach so as to stop the boat’s way through the water as far
as possible. Tow a drogue astern to aid keeping  the boat stern  to sea. Having 
backed all the oars on the approach of the wave, row ahead again as soon as 
the wave has passed the bow.  The old rowing lifeboats sometimes placed the 
after oarsmen facing forward and then had them row back at each sea on its 
approach.

    d. Bring the principal weights in the boat towards the seaward end but not to 
the extreme end.

   e. If rowing bow first tow astern a conical shaped canvas bag or “drogue” 
made for the purpose. A drogue is about 2 ft wide at the mouth and 4-5 ft long 
and towed by a stout rope with the mouth foremost.  A small line called a 
“tripping line” is made fast to the apex of the drogue (pointed end). The drogue
fills with water and offers resistance thereby holding back the stern and 
preventing her from being turned broadside to the sea or broaching to.   By 



letting go the stouter rope and retaining the smaller line the position of the 
drogue is reversed and when it collapses it can be hauled back into the boat.

Beaching or Landing through Surf

Running before a surf or broken sea, and beaching or landing a boat are two 
distinct operations. 

The guidance above relates to running before a surf where the shore is flat and 
the broken water extends some way off the beach. However on a very steep 
beach the first heavy fall of broken water will be on the beach itself.

The outermost line of broken water on a flat shore where the water breaks in 
about three to four fathoms of water is the heaviest and therefore the most 
dangerous; when the water passes safely the danger lessens as the water shoals 
until on nearing the land its force is spent and its power harmless. On a flat 
shore provided the boat is run or backed in straight before or end on to the sea 
until she is fairly aground she should remain safe until the crew can jump out 
and haul her in.

On a steep beach it is general practice to retain speed right onto the beach and 
in the act of landing to turn the bows half round towards the direction from 
which the surf is running so the boat may be thrown broadside up the beach 
where the crew can haul her as quickly as possible out of the water. In these 
circumstances it is not wise to back a boat in stern first under oars but to row in
at full speed. 


